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A Busy Year!

When I delivered my Presidential Address last year on the subject of the Scottish 
engineering achievements by those pioneering spirits who chose to leave their 
native land and export their skills and knowledge, I had not then formed the idea 
that it was time to recognise the outstanding contribution made by Scots to the 
world of engineering through the creation of the Scottish Engineering Hall of Fame.  
From the germ of an idea last Christmas, a paper was delivered to IESIS Council in 
January. Then came the task of winning the support of Scottish Engineering, the 
Royal Academy of Engineering, the Royal Society of Edinburgh, National Museums 
of Scotland, RCAHMS and seven engineering institutions. A selection panel was 
formed, a long list drawn up, the inaugural inductees debated (at length!) and the final list of inductees agreed 
in time for the launch at the James Watt Dinner on 30th September. Elsewhere in this newsletter (pages 22 -24)   
you can read short versions of the citations of seven Scots engineers who changed the world. 

These first inductees cover a huge breadth of disciplines and endeavours and a span 
of over 250 years. From inventors to industrialists, researchers to political advisers, 
creative designers to project managers, educators to entrepreneurs - all those that 
make up the broad church of engineering. 

We now want to add deserving candidates to our tentative list so please give this 
some thought and play your part in building the Scottish Engineering Hall of Fame. 

Sponsorship from the launch will allow us to create a website, which will be a means of interacting with the wider 
public and will also act as a showcase for Scottish engineering excellence.

Another initiative this year has been to increase the size of Council, and to establish new sub-committees to take 
forward the Institution’s strategy. Our sub-committees are: James Watt Dinner, Syllabus, Membership, University 
Liaison, Scottish Engineering Hall of Fame, Energy Strategy, Awards, ProfEng, Newsletter and Transactions. I’m 
grateful for so many Fellows stepping up to my appeal to get involved. I am delighted that Phil Preston, a Fellow 
since 1994, has agreed to be our succeeding Vice-President. Iain MacLeod’s article explains how successive Vice 
Presidents will chair the syllabus sub-committee. More details of the full Council are on pages 24 to 27.

I am also pleased to report the strengthening links between the Institution and the Royal Academy of Engineering. 
A joint meeting with Fergus Ewing, Minister for Energy, Enterprise and Tourism was very successful and he has 
requested a follow up session with his team of advisers. This is a promising development. IESIS and RAEng, with 
support of the Scottish branches of national institutions, can provide an informed and authoritative voice for Scottish 
professional engineering.

We have an excellent programme for the remainder of the session, including Lord Macdonald of Tradeston’s lecture 
on 21st November entitled “Bridging the Infrastructure Gap”. I look forward to meeting you there! 

Gordon Masterton, OBE FIES
President

NEWSLETTER
THE INSTITUTION OF ENGINEERS AND SHIPBUILDERS IN SCOTLAND

www.iesis.org
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Vice-President’s report
I think that you will agree that Gordon Masterton’s first year as President was a great success.  We had a set 
of very good meetings and the introduction of the Scottish Engineering Hall of Fame has been an excellent 
innovation.

Our new arrangement for establishing the lecture programme is that, after the President’s first year in office, 
the Vice-President becomes chairman of the Syllabus Sub-Committee so that he or she will be responsible for 
setting up the programme for when they are in office.  At the same time a Vice-President Elect will be appointed 
and will be a member of the Syllabus Committee.  By this process I am now the new Chairman of the Syllabus 
Committee and I am very pleased that Phil Preston has agreed to be the Vice-President Elect.  In planning for the 
programme for Session 2012-13, I want to try to develop the theme of ‘multidisciplinary professional engineering’.  
I am looking for speakers on multidisciplinary engineering projects or about general multidisciplinary issues.  If 
anyone has ideas in this direction, please contact me.  The programme will not be exclusively on this theme so 
suggestions for speakers on other topics will also be welcome.  Iain MacLeod, FIES

The University Lecture, Monday 19th September 2011
The role of refrigeration in the future of food and farming
Speaker - Mr Andy Pearson – Star Refrigeration     
Room M201, George Moore Building, Glasgow Caledonian University, 2pm.

Tuesday 27th September 2011- The Marlow Lecture 
Traditional Ship Launching
Speaker – Mr Fred M Walker
The Trust Hall, Clydeport Building, 5.30pm for 6.15pm.

Monday 21st November 2011 – The Macmillan Memorial Lecture 
Bridging the Infrastructure Gap
Speaker – Gus Macdonald, Lord Macdonald of Tradeston
The Deeprose Lecture Theatre (A005), Govan Mbeki Building, Glasgow Caledonian University, 5.45pm 
for 6.30pm.

Tuesday 6th December 2011, Hybrid Ferries – An opportunity for Scotland
Speaker – Mr Guy Platten  - Caledonian Marine Assets Limited (CMAL)
The Trust Hall, Clydeport Building, 5.30pm for 6.30pm. Joint Meeting with RINA.

Tuesday 24th January 2012 , Building the Nation’s Flagship
Speaker – Mr Geoff Searle, Queen Elizabeth Class Programme Director
The Deeprose Lecture Theatre (A005), Govan Mbeki Building, Glasgow Caledonian University, 5.45pm 
for 6.30pm. Joint meeting with IMarEST.

Tuesday 21st February 2012 Reconstruction in the front line - military engineering in Afghanistan
Speakers – Major Brian Johnston and Lieutenant Colonel Adam Foley
The Trust Hall, Clydeport Building, 5.30pm for 6.15pm.

Tuesday 20th March  2012 - Transparency and Ethics in Engineering Project Management
Speaker – Mr Bill Henry, Past President of American Society of Civil Engineers
The Trust Hall, Clydeport Building, 5.30pm for 6.15pm.

Tuesday 10th April 2012 – AGM and Forth Replacement Crossing
Speaker – tbc
The Deeprose Lecture Theatre (A005), Govan Mbeki Building, Glasgow Caledonian University, 5.45pm 
for 6.30pm.

Lecture Programme and Venues for 2011 - 2012
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Interconnect is the network for women studying science, engineering, technology and the built environment in 
Scotland.  

Interconnect is a new organisation, formed in 2009. Its aim is to develop a network across Scotland for women 
studying science, engineering, technology and the built environment. To help students to develop personal 
networks, build links with industry and enhance their career prospects, and to raise the profile of women studying 
and working in these fields.

Through our contacts at Napier University, I was invited to participate in a women students’ careers evening at 
the University of Strathclyde to represent the Institution.

The event started off well with an “ice-breaker” to get everyone communicating together easily - and then the 
“students - soon to be graduates”, rotated around the company / institution tables in a “speed-dating” timed 
fashion.  It was a pretty slick evening, and many different firms were present.

I handed out many flyers, and found many of the girls were electrical / mechanical students, looking to power 
generation for their future.  They were advised of the Institution’s keen interest in that field.

It was well worthwhile participating, and all parties got something out of the evening.  

The next event is scheduled for 16th November 2011, I am participating. - Karen Dinardo, FIES

Interconnect

Profeng Group -  http://www.profeng.org/
The website to promote professional engineering is at http://www.profeng.org/  We would like to 
extend and improve it.  In particular we would like to add to the projects and people section.   We 
have only modest funding for this but are seeking support from other institutions.

The talk that Michel Virlogeux gave to young people in May was very successful.  We are arranging 
that a recording of his talk will be on the “Glow” schools intranet.

We are working with Science Connects to promote the profeng website and there are links to it  
from all 4 STEM (The Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics initiative) Scottish regional 
websites.

I attended a Holyrood briefing meeting on STEM skills and the Scottish Economy organised by 
the Scottish Engineering Policy Group.  The main principle being promoted was that   “Scotland’s 
economic future success is closely aligned to having a flexible Science Technology Engineering 
and Mathematics (STEM) literate workforce.”  It is clear, that while there are good initiatives for 
promoting STEM skills, much needs to be done.  One negative feature reported at the meeting is 
that the implementation of the Curriculum for Excellence in Scottish schools is resulting in limiting 
the range of subjects that pupils can take as they move towards the Leaving Certificate.  One school 
in Scotland is not able to allow pupils to take physics and maths in the same year.  Such limited 
choice is not in accordance with the philosophy of the Curriculum for Excellence.

We would be very pleased to hear from  IESIS members who would like to contribute to the work of 
the profeng group.  Iain MacLeod, FIES
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James Watt Dinner 2011
The James Watt Dinner 2011 was celebrated at the Radisson Blu Hotel, Glasgow on Friday 30th September 
2011.

The dinner hosted the launch of the Scottish Engineering Hall of Fame. The evening started with an 
introduction from Gordon Masterton, President, followed by the announcement of the first inductee of 
the Hall of Fame – James Watt. After the announcement, the toast to the Immortal Memory of James Watt 
was held in silence. (mostly!)

Members and guests then enjoyed an excellent meal in the comfortable surroundings of the five star 
hotel. Announcements of further inductees were made throughout the evening, much to the delight of 
the audience. George McNeil rounded off the formal part of the evening with an assortment of hilarious 
stories. Members and guests were then able to network and catch up with friends and colleagues.
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James Watt Dinner 2011

Photography by Alan Gilmour
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The idea for IESIS to be represented at the 2011 Tall Ships Festival in Greenock (9-11 
July 2011) was suggested by Greenock Harbour Master, Ron Bailey (Fellow of IESIS).
We liked the suggestion.                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                     
The weekend was estimated to attract 800,000 visitors – a huge throng!

The James Watt Dock and Sugar Sheds were to be the 
setting for this famous showcase attraction, as the ships 
sailed, en-route from Waterford, via Lerwick, to Norway 
and Sweden. The weather was very good and the dock 
side buzz was intense.                                                          

IESIS worked together over the months leading up to the 
event, liaising with the event organizer, to develop our 
idea of offering an educational insight into James Watt, 
son of Greenock, the steam engine, and an opportunity 
to highlight the Institution to the visitors. Plans came 
together, a stand in a marquee was obtained, and our 

various steam engine working models were gathered for display, along with exhibition boards kindly 
loaned by the McLean Gallery in Greenock.

A team of IESIS Members worked up creative and educational ideas, and handout flyers were produced 
on the story of Watt, with information on IESIS membership, forthcoming events and the James Watt 
2011 Annual Dinner [as well as the card cut out model of ‘The Maid of the Loch’].

The IESIS team put in considerable commitment and hard work to man our stand on a rota over the 
3 days, including setting up and demobilising.  
Many thanks go to all the parties involved with IESIS – to Ron Bailey, to Kim Wilson / Sharon Hodgson, 
Sail Inverclyde, for assisting with our marquee space, to the McLean Gallery for the loan of the display 
boards, to Linda Ross, Scottish Maritime Museum, for the supply of the “Comet” leaflets, to Norman 
Wardil for the provision of the “Maid of the Loch” children’s models, and wholehearted thanks to all 
on the IESIS Tall Ships Event Group for making it happen 
and representing IESIS at this important event.

We are grateful also to the James Watt College for their 
collaboration at the event with assistance in distribution 
flyer.

Karen Dinardo, FIES

IESIS at the Tall Ships Weekend
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The Institution has awarded three prizes to three outstanding final year students at Glasgow 
Caledonian University, recognizing the particular achievements of students in the areas of : 
Best Student (Final Year) BEng(Hons) in Mechanical & Power Systems Engineering, Best Student 
(Final Year) BEng(Hons) in Electrical Power Engineering, Best Student (Final Year) BEng(Hons) 
in Mechanical-Electronic Systems Engineering.
 

Glasgow Caledonian Awards

At Glasgow Caledonian’s Annual Prize-giving 
ceremony, Professor David Harrison  presented  
Mr Stewart White with The Institution of 
Engineers and Shipbuilders in Scotland Award 
for Best Student - Final Year studying for 
BEng(Hons) in Electrical Power Engineering.

Professor David Harrison also presented Mr 
Gordon Gibson with The Institution of Engineers 
and Shipbuilders in Scotland Award for Best 
Student - Final Year studying BEng(Hons) in 
Mechanical-Electronic Systems Engineering.

Professor David Harrison also presented Mr Ian 
McIntyre with The Institution of Engineers and 
Shipbuilders in Scotland Award for Best Student 
(Final Year) BEng(Hons) in Mechanical & Power 
Systems Engineering.
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A Wee Insight into Velodromes.

Architectural design – the external appearance of such 
a venue will usually be among the landmark facilities 
constructed for major events such as the Olympics of 
Commonwealth Games. This of course provides the 
architectural profession with a wonderful opportunity 
to display their design flair to the world at large. 

Track Speed – the whole essence of a velodrome is to 
create a sporting arena which will enable athletes to 
achieve human performances at the highest levels. In 
order for this to happen, the crucial elements of the  
track design must embrace the shape and profile of the 
track, the actual surface material on which the athletes 
ride and the climatic conditions or environment that 
can be maintained inside the velodrome - all play an 
important role.
 
Construction Detail – the engineering task of bringing 
all these elements together and so ensuring the 
absolute accuracy of replicating design criteria to the 
finest detail. Computer aided designs have naturally 
become absolutely essential in achieving the balance of 
constantly changing horizontal and vertical profiles and 
smooth transitions for the riders entry and exits to and 
from the bends. That’s not to mention the science of the 
computational fluid dynamics to hone the aerodynamic 
profile of the riders themselves.

Craft – the banking or super elevation at the turns must 
cater for riders travelling in excess of 85kph (52mph) 
but it must also be safe for riders at much lower speeds. 
Team races frequently have riders all over the track, 
the pursuiters pursuing the pure, ultimate, speed line 
around the track and we have all seen the sprinters 

momentarily at a standstill, manoeuvring for position, 
before the final rush to the line. The centripetal forces 
must ensure that these riders’ machines and tyres are 
acting normally to the track surface and the centrifugal 
forces trying to lean them outwards are balanced or 
reduced to a minimum.

The transitional curves, or Euler spirals, between the 
straights and the bends are critical to the nth degree so 
the athletes can focus on their physical effort and not 
be distracted by steering their machine through any 
sudden change of profile or direction. The human body 
is remarkably sensitive to surface changes which are 
exacerbated by motion (ask any engineer) and therefore 
smoothness of the vertical and horizontal changes in 
the track profile are of paramount importance. Today 
modern indoor track surfaces are almost all formed of 
wooden planks or “boards”, and matured Siberian Pine 
has become the favoured material for speed, durability 
and resilience.

The feedback obtained from competitors and their 
ability to communicate the physical craft of competitive 
cycling and relate to the architectural and engineering 
wizards has helped to produce some truly spectacular 
Velodromes around the world.

In recent years, Velodromes have developed a broad 
design standard of 250m circumference with steep 
banking angles of 45 deg. The track length, for Union 
Cycliste International (UCI) recognition, must be divisible 
by 1km. The nuances of angles, transitions, straights, 
curves and spirals are a mathematical mix which 
transforms itself into the “feel” of the Track. A similar 
analogy exists with motor cars. With all the technology 

by Ron J Gardner June 2011
As Engineers have you ever stopped to think about Velodromes?
Of course they are circular or oval tracks to race bicycles on – but what do you think makes a good 
velodrome?
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A civil engineer friend recently asked me to go with 
him to inspect a Bailey bridge spanning a gully on 
a farm track in Argyllshire. The visit brought back 
wartime memories of my experience in building Bailey 
bridges.

In the early part of the Second World War the bridging 
equipment that was available to the Royal Engineers 
was extremely limited and based on WW1 practices. The 
only bridging equipment was a light floating bridge for 
infantry, a folding bridge that could take a 3 ton truck, 
and a steel small girder bridge. The small box girder 
was in lattice sections pinned together. The launching 
required a guyed derrick pole with lifting tackle on the 
far bank and anchored preventer tackle on the near bank 
to control the launch. This was a slow and cumbersome 
process.

At the time the Army authorities realized that better 
bridging equipment was required. Donald Bailey, a 
structural engineer, was asked to design bridging 

equipment better than existed. The bridge was to be in 
suitable sections that could produce a bridge for varying 
spans and varying load requirements. It was to be able 
to be assembled quickly and launched easily. The largest 
sections were to be able to be handled by no more than 
6 men. The resulting design produced girder panels 
and transoms that could be carried by 6 men and the 
smaller pieces were generally a two man lift. The design 
produced bridges for the varying spans and loadings by 
a flexible girder arrangement that could be three panels 
high and three panels wide or a varying combination of 
these. The design also included a floating bridge with 
the addition of special items and pontoons.

In warzone conditions, speed of assembly and easy 
launching was required. This was achieved by erecting 
the bridge on rollers and providing a lightweight 
launching nose. When the bridge was complete, the 
whole span was pushed out by the bridging platoon 
across the gap, until the launching nose reached the far 
bank, with the platoon hanging on the rear of the bridge 
to act as counterweight to provide balance.

The 26th Divisional Bridging Platoon of the 624 Field Park 
Company, a unit of the 15th Scottish Division, of which I 
was a member, received our first Bailey bridge in 1943 in 
Northumberland. We spent a considerable time training 
with the bridge which was a 40 feet double single bridge 
(that is two panels each girder single height) and was 
Class 40 (capable of taking a tank). Our record time for 
constructing and launching the bridge over the River 
Coquet was 43 minutes, including offloading the trucks. 
We were certainly physically fit! After more training 
at the SME Ripon (School of Military Engineering) on 
floating pontoon bridges and in constructing a triple 

The Bailey Bridge

applied to streamlining, basic aerodynamic principals 
are established but nevertheless vehicles do not all look, 
or behave, exactly the same.

Whilst the success of a Velodrome is often measured 
by its visual appeal and architects seem to get the 
acknowledgement for their design, ultimately it will 
be judged by the speeds and records achieved in 
competition and that is down to the engineering and 
craftsmanship.

The Velodrome truly is a marriage of Science, Engineering 
and Craft.

The London 2012 Olympic Velodrome started in 2009 
and was completed in February this year at an estimated 
cost of £105million. The engineering designers were 
Expedition Engineering.

It was officially opened by Sir Chris Hoy and Victoria 
Pendleton, both of whom have real aspirations of success 
on the boards next year. The venue will be used for the 
first time in competition during the UCI Track Cycling 
World Cup in February 2012. The velodrome will also 
be used for the 2012 Paralympics and we all hope it will 
prove to be another step to ultimate track perfection.

by Harry Osborn, FIES
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She was built in the days when some ships were built on 
‘spec’ (speculation). No buyer was available so Rodger 
and his partner formed a one ship company for a year. 
She was sold to Robert Fergusson of Dundee who 
renamed her the ‘Islamount’, although she still appears 
as the ‘Glenlee’ up until October 1899 in Lloyds. In 1905 
she was sold to R Thomson and Co of Liverpool and 
continued to sail as the ‘Islamount’ and registered with 
the Flint Castle Ship Co Ltd. She sailed for 23 years under 
the Red Ensign, weathered Cape Horn sixteen times, 
and circumnavigated the world four times, which was a 
remarkable achievement.

After the First World War, windjammers were laid up, 
scrapped or reduced to hulks. In 1920 she was bought 
by a Genoese company who installed twin auxiliary 
engines, Ansaldo San Giorgia of Turin 8 cylinder 220bhp 
each, and renamed her the ‘Clarastella’. In 1922 she was 
purchased by the Royal Spanish Navy as a sail training 
ship to accommodate 258 cadets and petty officers 
and renamed the ‘Galatea’. In 1950 she was re-engined 
with two Polar Atlas diesels of 450bhp each. She was 
removed from the Spanish Navy list in 1982 and, after 
various moves, was abandoned in Seville Harbour in the 
Quadalquivier River.

In 1992 she was a hulk half full of water lying in Seville 
Harbour, without masts or yards and had at one 
time been set on fire. The Clyde Maritime Trust was 
determined to save her and return her to the Clyde. The 
Spanish Navy was about to scrap her but put her up for 
auction at a reserve price of £25,000. The trust managed 
to raise funds and was assisted by other agencies. After 
many negotiations conducted by Hamish Hardie of the 
Trust, The Clyde Maritime Trust succeeded in purchasing 
her.
 
After a very basic refit and Lloyds survey, with the 
provision that she could be towed to Greenock in a good 
weather period, the Alexandra Marine Transportation 
Ltd  of Swansea were contracted to carry out the tow. 

This year the sailing ship ‘Glenlee’ moved from her berth at Yorkhill Quay the short distance to a new berth in 
front of the new Glasgow Museum, where she will be the main exhibit displaying an example of sea transport 
that had its birth on the Clyde. She is one of five Clyde-built sailing ships still afloat. The others are the ‘Falls 
of Clyde’ in Honolulu, ‘Balclutha’ in San Francisco, ‘Pommern’ in Marieham, Aland Islands and the ‘Moshulu’ at 
Penn’s Landing Philadelphia.

She was built by A Rodgers and Co of Port Glasgow and completed in December 1896 as a three masted barque 
245.5 feet in length, 37.5 feet beam and depth 22.5feet of 1612 tons gross (1 ton equals 100cu ft space)
She was named, oddly, after a semi detached villa that still stands in Lillybank Road in Port Glasgow.

girder long span bridge we were given a Coles crane, 
which made things easier, we then went bridge building 
on the continent.

After entering Germany at the battle for Goch, we were 
building a bridge when a high ranking soldier with red 
tabs came walking down the road. As he approached he 
said “I don’t want to stop you working, you are doing a 
great job, we need this bridge urgently”. It was General 
Sir Brian Horrocks, commander of 13th Corps, of which 
our division was one of three. When he retired he became 
Black Rod in the Houses of Parliament in the 1950’s.

The firm Mabey and Johnson is still making Bailey bridges 
in a more modern style and exporting equipment 
worldwide, with bridges being built from Nepal to the 
USA. The view attached is from their catalogue and 
shows the girder panels and other equipment. It shows 
the steel deck panels that span between transoms. The 
earlier design had stringer panels between transoms 
with timber decking.

The bridge designed by Donald Bailey, who was later 
knighted for his services, has served in war and peace, 
was an inspiration of the time.

The Return of the Glenlee
by Capt Alistair M Miller
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The Trust appointed me a Clyde pilot at the time as 
Riding Crew Master, along with Murray Scrimgoer who 
was familiar with the ship, and Charlie McIntyre, a retired 
foreman rigger, to bring her back to the Clyde.

The heavy tow was set up to a money face linking the 
towing chains around the windlass in the fo’castle. 
The tug ‘Wallasey’, Cap Trevor Wiltshire, brought the 
emergency towline along with the pickup buoys, which 
were put on board. The tow started from Seville at 08.00 
on the 1st June 1993. The passage took nine days to 
cover a distance of 1,380 miles. On the 5th June entering 
the Bay of Biscay, the recording log for the afternoon 
watch was:-
Noon - 16.00; checks made and all satisfactory. 
Movement again noted in the rudder stock. The pintles 
must be well worn. Rudder moving in an athwartships 
direction.

Wind NNe 4/5 Part cloudy. Fine and clear. Rolling and 
pitching easily.
 
The ship arrived at the Cloch Lighthouse on the Clyde at 

13.53 on the 9th June 1993, and eventually made fast in 
the James Watt Dock in Greenock.

At 15.50 the ‘Glenlee’ had finished her many voyages 
and returned home.

A verse from John Masefield’s poem, Sard Harker is 
a fitting postscript to her many journeys and her final 
home on the Clyde at Yorkhill.

‘She lies at grace, at anchor head to tide,
the wind blows by in vain: she lets it be,
gurgles of water run along her side,
she does not heed them: they are not at sea,
she is at peace from all her wanderings now,
quiet is the very bones of her,
the glad trust of the leaning of her bow,
blows bubbles from the ebb that does not stir.’

Photo of Glenlee at Yorkhill Quay, from Tall Ship website: 
www.thetallship.com

THE COMET
‘Three Men in a Boat’

In 1807 Henry was elected as Helensburgh’s first Provost. 
He then employed his brother Thomas to run a horse 
drawn coach to bring visitors from Glasgow to his hotel. 
It took 6 hours to cover the 22 miles and cost 7 shillings 
for inside seats and 5/6d outside ones. The alternative 
route was via the river ‘Fly-boat’, which could take 10 

hours if the tide and wind were right; otherwise, 2 days 
with a stop at Dunglass Pier, where there was an inn. 
 
Andrew Rennie, the Greenock town drummer, was 
a part owner of one of these fly-boats. He and his 
partners got William Nicol of Greenock to build them 

by J Craig Osborne, MIES

The three men involved in the construction of this vessel were the promoter Henry Bell of Helensburgh, the 
shipbuilder John Wood of Port Glasgow and the engineer John Robertson of Glasgow. After constructing the 
Baths Hotel at Helensburgh in 1806, Henry became its owner and then mortgaged it in 1810 to finance his 
dream of building a steam vessel. In 1801 the great James Watt had dismissed the idea; Henry was now to 
prove the great man wrong.
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a hand propelled paddle vessel, with the paddle wheels 
attached to the sides. Henry Bell had seen this vessel and 
ordered one at 13’ long x 5’ beam from Thomas Nicol, 
Greenock, in 1810. The vessel had two 30” diameter 
manually operated paddle-wheels near the stern. During 
the trials, on the Paisley Canal in 1811, the wash from 
the paddle caused the vessel to fill with water and sink 
before the men could reach the bank. Undeterred, Henry 
moved the paddles to the sides. The results convinced 
Henry that, if he could apply steam to the wheels, he 
would be successful. The scene was now set for Henry’s 
great adventure and, with various promissory notes to 
John Robertson and John Wood, he launched his COMET 
on 24th July, 1812. Needless to say, Henry did not keep 
all his promises. On the death of John Wood, senior on 
22nd November, 1811, the vessel was completed by his 
two sons, John and Charles. The total cost was in the 
order of £1,000.

The vessel’s dimensions were 42 feet long x 11 feet broad 
and 5’ 6” deep. Despite John Robertson’s protestations, 
she was driven by two pair of paddle wheels, 6’ 9” 
diameter at 6’ 9” apart. Each paddle wheel was fitted with 
4 floats in the form of malt shovels. The 3hp steam engine 
was fitted with a 7 foot diameter flywheel and controlled 
by a Watt type governor. The flywheel can still be seen 
today, on the front at Helensburgh. Her inaugural run 
was to Ardencaple, near Rhu, where the Duke of Argyll 
came onboard. Her first run with fare paying passengers 
was made from Glasgow on 6th August, 1812. Upon 
reaching Bowling, 2 gentlemen were landed there, and 
Bell adjourned with them to the Sutherland Arms Hotel 
where, the first fare was liquidated. Unfortunately, she 
ran out of steam before she could reach Greenock, the 
passengers having to take turns at rotating the flywheel, 
in order to get them there.

It was a case of “More steam McPhail”. In 1813 the 
vessel was beached at Helensburgh and lengthened 
by some 20 feet. Robertson changed the cylinder and 
flywheel while David Napier supplied a larger boiler 
and gearing. Bell give Napier one of his promissory 
notes in return. Five years later she was re-built. Her 
new dimensions being 73’ 10” x 11’ 6” x 7’ depth. A larger 
6hp engine and boiler was fitted, made at Anderson’s 
Foundry, Greenock. Bell now advertised her to sail to 
Fort William via the Crinan Canal, complete with piper.

Her last voyage to the Highlands took place in December, 
1820, when she departed from Glasgow on Monday 4th, 
only to strike a rock near Onich, Ballachulish Bay, on her 
return journey. After carrying out repairs on the beach 
there, she reached Oban and departed on 14th for 
Glasgow. During a snow storm, with Bell onboard, she 
was driven by tide and wind on to the rocks at Craignish, 
where she broke her back, the after half drifting away 
into the Dorus Mhor to be followed 10 days later by 
the forward portion. During these 10 days, various 
items were salvaged with the aid of copious libations of 
Highland liquor.

In 1824 the Clyde Trust awarded Henry an annuity of £50, 
which was continued to his widow after his death on 
14th November, 1830, aged 63. By public subscription, a 
freestone obelisk was erected at Dunglass to his memory 
by July, 1838. In 1853 a stone effigy of Henry was erected 
over his grave at Rhu. In 1872 a granite obelisk was 
erected at Helensburgh.

Archibald MacLellan acquired the original steam engine. 
John Robertson later bought it for £60 and installed it 
in a Greenock distillery. Claud Girdwood & Co paid £120 
for it and put it on display. It later appeared on the 3rd 
floor at 28 Argyll Street, Glasgow. This building burned 
down on 2nd September, 1857, where upon Robert 
Napier bought it for £50 and presented it to the Science 
Museum. Here, at the age of 82, Robertson put the 
engine together. Robertson, by this time had become a 
pauper, and the Clyde Trustees awarded him about £212. 
He died on 19th November, 1868, in Glasgow. A granite 
oblelisk was erected by the people of Neilston on 24th 
August, 1912. The bronze cameo tablet mounted on it 
was gifted by this Institution.

John Wood died on 22nd December, 1860, and was 
buried on Christmas Day in Port Glasgow. His coffin was 
carried by 6 of his one time apprentices, dressed in their 
blue suits, with brass buttons, wearing white gloves. 
Today, the 1962 COMET replica is being re-furbished by 
volunteers at Ferguson Shipbuilder’s yard. Hopefully, 
the 1912 memorial plaque will find a place adjacent 
to the replica when it is restored on to its plinth at Port 
Glasgow. 
   

The complete story of the vessel can be read in the 
author’s booklet “The COMET and her creators.”
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Shetland’s Energy from Waste
by Neville A Martin BSc CEng CEnv FCIWEM MICE

The UK has very few incineration of municipal waste plants, which is more common practice in Europe. Space 
heating requirements ares about 50% of UK energy demand.
Energy recovery plants with district heating networks have the potential to meet a large proportion of this 
demand.

The scheme at Lerwick in Shetland has been operating 
for 12 years, and has been so successful that new heat 
sources are required to serve the whole town eventually. 
Shetland is on the same latitude as the southern tip 
of Greenland and, with high wind chill factors, the 
temperature rarely reaches above 200C. This means the 
inhabitants of Shetland have a high requirement for 
heating energy.

In 1991 the Shetlands Island Council were faced with 
a replacement of their existing incinerator and a study 
was carried out to look at a new form of energy recovery 
from the large amount of waste from imported goods. 
Shetland does not have mains gas and the economy was 
fragile due to energy costs. In 1997 the Shetland Islands 
Council decided to proceed with an Energy Recovery 
Plant and formed a new company called Shetland Heat 
Energy and Power Ltd (SHEAP). The new approach 
was to seek Danish expertise for waste incineration. 
In Denmark, incineration has been used for decades 
supplying district heating networks and electricity into 
the grid. There was insufficient waste in Shetland for the 
project, and a waste plan was formed where Orkney’s 
waste would be shipped to Shetland. The plant decided 
upon was based on 26,000 tons per annum. 15,000T 
would be local. 8,000T from Orkney and 3,000T from 
offshore oil rigs.

Various burning methods were considered including 
moving grate, fluidised bed and rotary kiln. The 
moving grate was well established in Denmark and it 
was determined that it would be best suited because 
of the relative volume of waste. Both electricity and 
heat energy were considered for the operation but 
the cost of including electricity was 50% more. A plant 
generating only electricity would have an efficiency 
of about 20% while larger plants combining heat and 
electricity would have an efficiency of 90%, but would 
not be cost effective for the size of the plant proposed. 
Therefore, a heat-only plant was decided upon and this 
would generate up to 6.8MW of heat. Once the furnace 
and boiler system had been chosen, it was necessary to 
choose a system that could meet emissions.

Wastes have different calorific values and, in order for the 
furnace to operate smoothly, it is important to achieve 
an even calorific value. The original design was for waste 

with a calorific value of 9.6MJ per kg. Over the ten years 
the plant has been in operation, the calorific value has 
increased to 11MJ per kgm, mainly owing to the increase 
in plastic packaging. Domestic and commercial waste is 
tipped directly into the waste bunker, where it is mixed 
before being fed into the furnace at a maximum feed 
rate of 3.3 tons per hour. There are three different stages 
in the furnace; drying, burning and the last section to 
ensure complete combustion. An important factor of 
the burning is the air which is taken from the waste 
bunker to reduce odour and force feed into the furnace 
which is regulated by the oxygen measurement in the 
furnace.

The waste is loaded into the incinerator hopper by grab 
and then fed onto the moving grate at the end of which 
the clinker and bottom ash is received in a well, along 
with a metal recovery. The flue gases enter the boiler 
before passing through a centrifuge to remove coarse 
fly ash. The flue gases are further cleaned by passing 
through an electrostatic precipitator to remove fine 
ash particles, heat exchanger, scrubbers and chemical 
treatment removal of pollutants including dioxins to 
achieve compliance with legislation on emissions to the 
atmosphere. The boiler is fed by the return water from 
the district heating system which helps to achieve high 
overall thermal efficiency.

The Shetland Energy Recovery Plant and the district 
heating system commenced operation in 1998, and 
after 12 years has proved itself with significant results 
in benefiting the environment and the economy. The 
Lerwick scheme has the potential to be a model on 
how the UK could develop efficient Energy Recovery 
Plants. Currently, half the UK energy demand is heat that 
mainly comes from gas. UK Power Stations currently 
dump over half the energy consumed as heat to the 
environment. Waste heat from a power station along 
with energy recovery plants fuelled by waste in theory 
could meet much of this demand, via district heating 
networks coupled with thermal storage, offsetting 
carbon emissions.

For further reading:
Ref ICE proceedings Energy 163 paper 900043 2010
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SALTIRE AWARDS FOR CIVIL ENGINEERING – 
THE FIRST 30 YEARS
John Carmichael - Convenor, Awards Panel

For 30 years the Saltire Awards have been showcasing all that is best in Scottish Civil Engineering.

Scotland has a proud tradition of civil engineering probably resulting from its difficult terrain, scattered 
resources and good education system. But it was only in 1981 that a major award for civil engineering 
came into being. Perhaps engineering excellence had been taken largely for granted.

Frank Johnson, then Chairman of the Edinburgh and 
East of Scotland Branch of the lnstitution of Civil En-
gineers, put forward the idea for an Award and with 
the blessing of his committee and the Chairman of the 
Glasgow and West of Scotland Branch of the Institu-
tion, John Fisher, an approach was made to the Saltire 
Society for advice on how to run an award. 

Founded in 1936, the Saltire Society has branches 
throughout Scotland and it supports a diverse range 
of activities and competitions, highlighting excellence 
in the arts and science and housing design.  Coinci-
dentally, the Society also celebrates an anniversary, its 
75th, this year.

The Society had plenty of experience and was enthusi-
astic as it fitted well within its own policy of preserving 
all that is best in Scottish tradition as well as encourag-
ing new development to enrich the culture.

The embryo Award committee first met in June 1980 
to develop both the objectives of the award and the 
adjudication criteria and procedures. They defined 
the objective as the recognition and encouragement 
of excellence in civil engineering in Scotland. An im-
portant qualification was the extent to which projects 
advanced the art of civil engineering.

It was decided that the entries would be judged by a 
panel consisting of two members nominated by each 
of the Edinburgh and Glasgow ICE Associations, one 
member by the Federation of Civil Engineering Con-
tractors (FCEC), now the Civil Engineering Contractors 
Association (Scotland), one by the Association of Con-
sulting Engineers now the Association of Consultancy 
and Engineering (ACE) and one by the Scottish Devel-
opment Department, now Transport Scotland.  Since 
then the numbers of adjudicators has been increased 
by nominees from the Scottish Environment Protec-
tion Agency (SEPA), the Institution of Structural Engi-
neers (IStructE), The Chartered Institution of Water and 
Environmental Management (CIWEM) and further ICE 

members from the Aberdeen and Dundee Branches.  
Members generally serve a four year term.

The Convenor of the judging panel is appointed by the 
Saltire Society but is a nominee of ICE Scotland and 
generally serves a five year term.  A Secretary is also 
nominated by ICE Scotland.

Finance was essential to run the Awards.  An approach 
was made to George Younger, then Secretary of State 
for Scotland, and he agreed to an annual grant from 
the Scottish Office which now comes via Transport 
Scotland. Initial contributions from ICE Scotland, CECA 
Scotland and ACE have been augmented over the 
years by others from The Building and Civil Engineers 
Benefit Schemes, IStructE, CIWEM, the Chartered In-
stitution of Highways and Transportation (Scottish 
Branches) (CIHT) and the Construction Skills Certifi-
cation Scheme.  The Awards panel are always on the 
lookout for further sponsorship but have so far not ac-
cepted any from companies which may have a vested 
interest in the Award.  Income is further augmented by 
a fee for each entry.

The original Awards were in three categories recognis-
ing the Design, Construction and combined Design 
and Construction elements of a project.  The combined 
category was replaced in 2000 by a general Project 
category.  These categories have been joined by ones 
recognising Conservation of existing structures and 
the Environmentally Sustainable qualities and Struc-
tural Engineering elements of projects. The scale of a 
project is not of primary concern and there is also a 
category for Small Community based projects.

The site visit is a key part of the adjudication proc-
ess. Two Panel members visit each project and circu-
late reports to the rest of the Panel prior to a meeting 
where they are considered alongside information from 
the entrants. Site visits can be challenging and have 
included the new lighthouse on Ve Skerries, 4 miles 
northeast of Papa Stour, off Shetland, Fingal’s Cave on 
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Staffa and the Forth Road Bridge which may be closer 
to home but has involved several fascinating if nerve-
racking visits over the years!  

Given the rugged terrain of Scotland it is no surprise 
that most of the Awards have gone to transport relat-
ed projects, mainly roads and bridges but with marine 
works and railways playing a substantial role.  Water 
supply and waste water projects have also been sig-
nificant among winners. However, there have been 
many smaller projects and in 1993 Aberfeldy Golf 
Club’s lightweight footbridge crossing the River Tay 
won a Design Award.  Five years ago the Falkirk Wheel 
was voted Best Project in 25 years and this probably 
epitomises what the Awards are all about with its to-
tally unique approach to the age old problem of mov-
ing vessels from one level to another in a canal.

The Awards have met with controversy.  In 1994 there 
were objections to an Award for the Shiplift at the 
Clyde Submarine Base at Faslane because of its nuclear 
connections and two years later the Skye Crossing also 
attracted criticism, principally over the question of the 
tolls. The Awards, however, are strictly non-political 
and consideration is given only to the Civil Engineer-
ing aspects of the project.

Originally, Certificates were prepared individually, 
however in 2003 that approach gave way to the irre-
sistible march of technology and a computer based 
design, common to all Saltire Society awards, was 
adopted. The oval shape of the stainless steel Award 
plaque has a festive history being a copy of the outline 

of the inverted ashet on which a Christmas turkey was 
served to a past Chairman of the Saltire Society!  

In 1999 it was decided to raise the profile of the awards 
ceremony and in 2000 Louise Batchelor, BBC Scotland’s 
Environment Correspondent, was asked to introduce 
the entries.  Her place was taken by Dr Heather Reid 
(Heather the Weather), the present compere, in 2008.  
A printed programme accompanies the computerised 
presentation.

The Awards are among the oldest of their type and 
have attracted considerable interest in Scotland and 
beyond.  In 1987 when the British Construction lndus-
try Awards were introduced they drew on the experi-
ence of the Saltire Society. The form of the Awards has 
developed over the years and will no doubt continue 
to do so, reflecting changes in the industry and society.  
The Civil Engineering Awards are a showcase of all that 
is best in the Civil Engineering industry in Scotland and 
they continue to be well supported by the construc-
tion industry in Scotland with large, well known clients 
and firms, as well as smaller organisations, taking the 
time to prepare and submit entries. The Saltire Society, 
the lnstitution of Civil Engineers and other sponsors 
are very appreciative of this support and of the time 
given freely by Panel members. Thirty years since the 
start, they look forward to the Saltire Society Awards 
for Civil Engineering continuing to flourish.

(With acknowledgement to the authors of the 
25th Anniversary Brochure from which most of the 
above information was taken)

Dr Andrew Spyrou , FIES
One of our members, Dr Andrew Spyrou, was recently awarded with a Lifetime Achievement Award by the Hellenic Alumni 
Branch of Strathclyde University  in recognition of his outstanding career in the field of Naval Architecture.

Andrew was born into a family of seafarers from the Greek island of Syros, and he began his studies at the Naval School of 
Greece. In 1939 he was granted a three-year scholarship by the Greek government to study Naval Architecture overseas, at 
the university of his choice. He decided to come to Glasgow, to the Royal Technical College (now the University of Strathclyde) 
and, on completion of his studies, he became an Associate of the Royal Technical College in 1942.

In 1951, Dr Spyrou joined the group of companies of the legendary Greek tycoon Aristotle Onassis, as a Technical 
Representative, serving in Europe, the United States and in the Far East. From 1960 until 1982 he was Group Technical 
Director.

In 1959, Dr Spyrou designed the SS Manhattan, the first tanker in excess of 100,000DWT, built in the United States, at Quincy, 
Massachusetts. He also converted a Canadian frigate into the most luxurious private yacht of the 1950s, the Christina, for 
Onassis. It was aboard the legendary Christina that President John F Kennedy and Sir Winston Churchill first met in 1957.

Dr Spyrou has received many awards during his career, including an honorary doctorate from the University of Strathclyde 
in 1987.  He is a founding member of the Institute of Nuclear Engineering in London, a member of the American Bureau of 
Shipping, and was chosen by Lord William Strathalmond, Chairman of BP, to join the board of Govan Shipbuilders.
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Book Review - Power Politics: Political Encounters 
in Industry and Engineering
by: Francis Tombs
Published by I.B. Taurus & Co Ltd, 2011
ISB: 978-1-84885-506-9

We have all come to rely on electricity being available 
on demand and, in an ideal world, one would think 
that the Government had a duty to ensure the country 
enjoyed a secure and continuous supply of electricity, 
a duty second only to the security of the state. In this 
entertaining new book, Lord Tombs explains how, on the 
contrary, political decisions by successive governments 
since the war “have resulted in a situation where the 
reliability of electricity supply throughout the UK will be 
in serious jeopardy for many years to come”.

Lord Tombs is particularly well qualified to make such a 
judgement.

Born in Walsall, he left school at 15 and started to work 
at GEC in Birmingham after gaining his qualifications 
in electrical engineering, followed by a degree in 
economics and accountancy and, with a distinguished 
and successful career in the industry, he became 
chairman of the South of Scotland Electricity Board, the 
larger of the two electricity boards in Scotland, and later 
chairman of the Electricity Council and President of the 
Institution of Electrical Engineers.

His advice was then sought (but apparently seldom 
followed) by a succession of energy ministers who 
sought to re-organise the industry by seeming to rely on 
political dogma (sometimes nationalisation, sometimes 
privatisation) rather than using technical knowledge and 
experience. These are some of the Political Encounters 
of the title.

He was created a life peer in 1990 and now sits as a Cross 
Bench Peer in the House of Lords.

The first chapter is an account of how he sees the re-
organisation of the electrical supply industry was mis-
handled after the war. Before the war, the construction 
of the national grid in the 1920s and 1930s, which 
allowed for the first time the nation wide transmission 
of electricity, had been a major technical achievement 
which replaced the previous system of expensive and 
inefficient local generation and distribution.

After the war in 1947 the Labour Government nationalised 
the industry under the control of the British Electricity 

Authority. The subsequent Conservative government 
introduced a new structure in the Electricity Act of 1957 
which followed the recommendations of the Herbert 
Committee of 1957. This Act separated generation (in 
England and Wales) from distribution and sales.

Lord Tombs describes this as an “odd decision” which 
was “entirely political with little or no thought for the 
practical managerial consequences”. He continues” 
that such a step should have been taken for an industry 
which cannot store its product and so has no stocks, 
beggars rational belief”. And perhaps more importantly, 
“the problem persists today”.

Thus was created the Central Electricity Generating Board, 
which had a monopoly of generation until privatisation 
in 1998, and 12 local boards responsible for the separate 
job of distribution and sales. Lord Tombs identifies one 
consequence of this inefficient arrangement in that the 
CEGB promoted the construction of “gold plated” power 
stations in this country which the contractors found 
were not competitive for overseas customers.

His recommendation was to implement a Bill prepared 
by the previous Labour Government which proposed 
the formation of an Electricity Corporation with a 
potential division into five autonomous and competing 
divisions, each large enough to finance and build large 
power stations.

But apparently the Conservative Government of 1979 
found it politically impossible to implement the proposal 
which had been favoured by the previous administration, 
and they chose a different route for privatisation, one 
consequence of this has been that a number of our 
electricity utilities have passed into foreign ownership, 
who “are concerned with ensuring that their present 
investment makes a satisfactory return and not with 
long-term decisions on national strategy”

With his lifetime’s experience and achievements in the 
industry, he says “it causes me great sadness to see 
how a great and essential public service industry has 
been so seriously damaged by a mixture of neglect, 
incompetence and complacency”
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His solution is worth quoting in full :-
“What is urgently needed is a statutory body responsible 
for requiring and approving new investment in 
generating and transmission plant. The body would deal 
only with strategy and would be technically competent 
to produce and implement a long-term strategy”.

Lord Tombs is critical of the then Labour Government’s 
“love affair” with wind power which he describes as 
expensive to build and their potential value has been 
greatly exaggerated. He identifies three particular 
problems: firstly they can generate at full capacity only 
within a limited range of wind speeds (conditions which 
rarely coincide with peak demand): secondly when they 
are not generating their output needs to be replaced by 
stand-by fossil fuel plant; and thirdly the cost of running 
this stand-by plant and their CO2 emissions partially 
negate the objective of using renewable energy.

He is particularly critical of the levy on generators 
to subsidise wind energy which amounts to a tax on 
consumers to implement a national policy (a stealth 
tax in all but name). This subsidy was designed by the 
DTI in conjunction with Ofgem without reference to the 
Treasury and is not answerable to the Audit Commission 
or to Parliament. He quotes the Government’s estimate 

of the subsidy required by wind power, £30 billion by 
year 2020, and says it is a sum more than sufficient to 
meet the cost of replacing the nuclear power stations.

He sees the “visceral opposition of the Labour 
Government to nuclear power and the accompanying 
obsession with wind power” as a threat to our future 
supplies, and for the solution he says “we sorely need a 
technically competent and independent body capable 
of long-term strategic planning for a national electricity 
supply”

This book should be recommended reading for all 
interested in our electricity supply, especially the young, 
to explain why we are in the present situation and what 
to avoid in the future.

The political horizon is not compatible with an industry 
which has to plan for 30 years ahead, and at the end of 
this book the reader is left with the clear conviction that 
planning the national electrical supply system is best 
guided by engineers.

Robert Freer, FIES
February 2011

Reflections of a Shipowner
by Marshall Meek  CBE  FREng  RDI  BSc  DSc  FRINA  FRSA FIES
President of The Royal Institution of Naval Architects  1990 - 1993
Member of  IESIS since 1948

CALEDON SHIPYARD
As a drawing office apprentice at the Caledon Shipyard 
during World War 2, and as a junior in the design office, 
there was naturally little personal contact with the 
exalted shipowner individuals who visited the shipyard, 
but some remain clearly in my mind.  Edmund Watts 
of Watts Watts Shipping was one who showed much 
interest in the design of his ships.   He  believed his 
officers should be made to face the elements, and get a 
feel for the weather – no interior access to the bridge, 

all must cross open deck and so ‘get their eyes open’.  
Rather a contrast to the the Queen Mary 2 on which I 
have crossed from US recently.  Her totally enclosed 
wheelhouse extends the whole width of the ship.   

Sadly Edmund, while visiting the shipyard for the 
launch of his Wanstead in 1949, made the mistake of 
going rough shooting on a day out with Po Thomson, 

INTRODUCTION  
                                                        
Having entered the maritime scene 70 years ago with entry through the drawing 
office of a shipyard, I soon realised the people who mattered most were the 
shipowners.  It was natural that we who had a vague sense of ambition or even 
some fancied ability, should aspire to cross from builder to owner.  I managed to 
do this.  Although I was also to meander through further spells in shipbuilding  
in the research world, my best years were with shipowners.  So I concentrate on 
people in the shipowning companies that I have met, with a strong bias towards 
the Blue Funnel Line of Liverpool whom I served for 25 years.
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the foreman riveter and recognised countryman.   He 
appeared at the launch with his neck heavily bandaged 
having taken a barrel-full of lead shot inadvertently 
released by Po. - no hard feelings were evident.

One particularly welcome visitor was Fred Ritchie, when 
we were building Rajah Brooke for the Sarawak Steamship 
Company.   He was a nice, quiet, determined Dundonian 
who had been taken prisoner by the Japanese in World 
War 2.  While imprisoned, he had schemed out a quite 
unusual design of ship to suit the ports of Borneo.  It 
became much admired in the region and was highly 
successful.

BLUE FUNNEL / ALFRED HOLT
By far the most important shipowners, as far as Caledon 
Shipyard were concerned, were Blue Funnel.  Alfred 
Holt, the alternative name for the company, were major 
shareholders and built many of their post war fleet 
there.  In the 1940s and 50s it was a case of rebuilding 
fast to replace wartime losses.  There were always Blue 
Funnel ships on the berths or fitting out, and they 
received preferential treatment – even in wartime. I 
was to get to know them well a little later when I joined 
that renowned Liverpool company.  The two principal 
figures who tormented shipyard people were William 
Dickie, technical manager, and Harry Flett, the naval 
architect, whose job I was one day to take over.   They 
always operated together, one playing up to the other, 
bullying and terrorising shipyard people. Caledon kept 
on building Blue Funnel ships into the 1960s when the 
ships became too big for the berths. 

Alfred Holt, the originator of the Line, has had much 
written about him.   Basically a civil engineer, he had 
worked in railway engineering, and dabbled in cotton 
broking to appease his father, before he embarked on 
ship owning with his first real ship Dumbarton Youth.   
It was she that flaunted the first blue funnel, because 
when bought she had among her stores muskets, 
Bibles and an excess of blue paint.   It was his nephew, 
Lawrence Holt, that I knew a little in his retirement when 
I joined as a junior naval architect in1954.  He used to 
visit the naval architects department occasionally.  I was 
his ‘Dundee boy,’ and received sound advice ‘to keep my 
eyes on the horizon and to keep the flag at the top of 
the mast’.  These were men who got to grips with the 
practicalities of shipowning, - how ships were designed 
and constructed and how they performed at sea, and 
not just concerned with the commercial and financial 
aspects of the business.  From these early ship purchases 
there grew a Blue Funnel fleet which, at its peak when I 
was naval architect and director of Ocean Fleets in the 
1960s, had 120 ships. 
  
An early decision of Alfred Holt was not to insure his 
ships on the market but to keep insurance in-house.   He 
believed he and his naval architect of the day, Henry Bell 
Wortley, could design and operate their ships without 

having to pay insurance premiums, and so they saved 
much cost.   This was still the position when I joined in 
1953 and lasted till we built the then novel container 
ships in the 1960s when joint ownership with other 
companies caused a reappraisal.   Not only did Alfred 
Holt  attach little importance to the classification 
societies, where Lloyds Register boasted its so-called A1 
class, but he considered Plimsoll’s introduction of the 
Load Line legislation an impertinence. Holts themselves 
would decide how to ensure the ships were sufficiently 
strong and properly maintained and operated.   

On becoming naval architect to the Company on the 
death of Harry Flett in 1961, I wanted to try to move 
the Company into some forward and more competitive 
thinking.  Sir John Nicholson was chairman for the 
greater part of my time and he was a man born to 
command.  When I was appointed he said ‘The naval 
architect of our Company need never doubt the support 
of the management’.  And it was so.

Two features were predominant in the l960s and early 
70s.  Ship speed was always important as a selling point 
and created intense competition.  It all ended with the 
oil price shocks of the 1970s when speeds, of necessity, 
dropped dramatically.   Secondly, far too much time was 
spent loading and unloading, and dockers didn’t help.  
Some companies’ ships spent only half the year at sea.  
Something had to change – and the container ship 
arrived.   And I and my naval architect’s team had the 
immense satisfaction and honour of designing the very 
first of this new type of ship.  We made container ships 
both fast, and far better cargo carriers.

OVERSEAS  CONTAINER LINES [OCL]
The formation of Overseas Container Lines was a 
landmark.   Led by Blue Funnel’s Sir John Nicholson and 
P&O’s Sir Donald Anderson, four major shipping lines 
realised the need to work together if they were to face 
up to the great cost of container ships and all the port 
facilities and infrastructure. Against the background 
of pride and individualism existing in these great 
companies, this was a significant move.  So we in Blue 
Funnel found ourselves working with P & O, British & 
Commonwealth and Furness Withy in the mid 1960s in 
a consortium determined to lead the world in the new 
venture.  It was a glorious period for me.  Such was our 
success that, within five years, container ships were to 
be found in every major port.   In the end, however and 
disappointingly soon, OCL could not be held together, 
and like the shipbuilders, faded from the scene.

LOOKING BACK
My own satisfying and gratifying experience in 
shipowning is unlikely to be repeated.   Design is now 
mainly the responsibility of the shipyards, but I am certain 
that reputable forward-thinking shipping companies 
should have qualified naval architects on the staff to 
guide, control and advise on the design and building 
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of the ships.  As to shipowners as people, they were a 
different genre, with their own culture, background and 
outlook.  They compared well with the leaders of other 
maritime industries.

LOOKING FORWARD
But what is most encouraging to me now is that new 
things are continually happening in our profession.   The 
pages of The Naval Architect show how old fashioned 

and out of touch my generation is becoming, but at least 
I can read and wonder and admire – and wish all success 
to the naval architects of today who work directly with 
the people who make the purchases.   They used to be 
called shipowners.

Marshall Meek is a former Chief Naval Architect and 
Director of Alfred Holt & Co (later Ocean Fleets Ltd)  

The Flying Boat Project - Where are we going 
from here?
A report by Ray Dixon

Lord Reith, the founder of the BBC, was Chairman of 
Imperial Airways who ordered 28 of this class of flying 
boat in 1936. The second boat was named Caledonia, 
and two further boats were named Cameronian and 
Clyde.

I spoke to the Provost of Inverclyde two years ago who 
said his remit was to look after the maritime heritage 
of Greenock. He knew about the Class C boats built by 
Shorts that were pressed into service during the war 
and spent some time on the Scottish Aviation slips at 
Greenock.
 
The Class C replica we are building will be 80 ft in length 
with a 114ft wing span and 25ft high. It will be as big as 
a B737 which I am sure you will all be familiar with.
 
We have already assembled the mid-body unit in a 
workshop in Port Glasgow. We are now having to move 
them to a farm at Auchenfoyle between Port Glasgow 
and Kilmacolm. We are proposing to build the cockpit 
and flight deck next. We already have the captain and 
the first officer seats.

It is proposed to have a flight simulator to provide the 
experience of the flight including take off and landing. 
Our graphics will include the Battery Park at Gourock 
showing Catalina flying boats in the water and hangers 
during war time. Dumbarton Castle and the Blackburn 
factory along with the slipways at Scottish Aviation 
Greenock will also be shown. The model maker of the 

Empire Class C boat has already named it the Clyde and 
we will be the only users of the software with this name 
worldwide.

We had a well attended exhibition and presentation at 
the Wemyss Bay gallery on the station forecourt during 
July.

Anyone who feels they could contribute to the project 
should contact  Harry Osborn.
 
In discussion the question has been asked, “What would 
a future flying boat be like?”. Maybe it would have twin 
hulls and be jet powered. Maybe it would have low 
slung swept back wings with inflatable/deflatable and 
retractable floats on the wing tips.

Maybe one day cargo carrying flying boats could be 
built on the Clyde again of say 400T carrying capacity! 
An entrepreneur with vision required.

In the autumn Newsletter of 2008, I wrote about the seaplanes and 
flying boats on the Clyde.

Over the last twelve months we have been constructing our first unit 
of the full scale model of an empress Class C flying boat designed and 
built by Short Brothers at Rochester in Kent in the late 1930s.

Artists impression of a future flying boat
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The MacLean Art Gallery and Museum 
15 Kelly Street, Greenock  PA16 8JX

James Watt Collection
This collection includes 
plans and letters written 
by James Watt, tools and 
items used by him and 
images of him in the form 
of paintings, sculpture, 
prints and books.

History of Port Glasgow
The Maclean Art Gallery 
and Museum contains 
many fascinating artefacts 
and memorobilia on local history, for instance the 
celebrations of the centenary of the Comet’s first journey 
as a passenger vessel.

Comet Centenary 
Procession 1912
In 1912 there was one 
of the largest public 
celebrations ever seen in 
Inverclyde. The occasion 
was the centenary of the 

launch of the Comet, the first practical steamship in 
Europe. 

The vessel had been promoted by Henry Bell (1767-
1830) and the construction of the hull took place in the 
yard of John Wood (1788-1860) in Port Glasgow. 

The Comet revolutionised maritime transport and 
brought trade, industry, wealth and work to the Clyde 
and to Port Glasgow, where its own contribution to 
maritime history is remembered with pride to this day.
To commemorate the centenary, a record of the events 
was published along with a year book of some of the 
interesting events taking place in Port Glasgow in 1912. 
The publication thus provides a unique insight into 
daily life in Port Glasgow a hundred years ago as well as 
recalling the great celebrations of 1912.

See website for further events - www.inverclyde.gov.
uk , under ‘tourism and visitor attractions’

The McLean Museum and Art Gallery is one of the best municipal museums in Scotland. The Museum has served 
as the main museum in the Inverclyde area since it opened in 1876 and has many wonderful collections for the 
visitor to discover and explore. 

Professor Douglas Faulkner
Past President of the Institution of Engineers and Shipbuilders 
in Scotland

He spent his earlier career designing ships for the Royal 
Navy, overseeing their construction and thereafter 
studying their strengths or weaknesses. 

He became a leading authority not only on the surface 
vessels but on submarine design and related problems. 
He became deeply involved in the design of the first 
British nuclear submarine, HMS Dreadnought. He 
designed and supervised the tests on Dreadnought’s 

structure during its first deep dive in 1962.

He served for a time as a British naval attaché in 
Washington and for 12 years as Britain’s representative 
on the Standing Committee of the International Ship 
Structures Congress (ISCC), which seeks to standardise 
ship design procedures around the world.
He was also President of the Institution of Engineers and 
Shipbuilders in Scotland from 1995-1997. 

Born: December 29, 1929
Died: February 13, 2011

Professor Douglas Faulkner, who has died at his home in Milngavie, aged 81, was a 
marine architect and structural engineer of worldwide repute who spent 22 years 
as a much-loved Professor of Naval Architecture at Glasgow University.
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Douglas Faulkner was born on December 29, 1929, in 
Gibraltar and spent his boyhood in various overseas 
outposts, mainly in the Far East, as his father’s naval 
duties required.

He was sent to school in England when ‘the Rock’ 
was under threat from Hitler during World War Two.
He attended Sutton High School in Plymouth before 
working as an apprentice at H M Dockyard in Devonport 
and studying at the Royal Naval College in Greenwich, 
where he graduated as a member of the Royal Corps of 
Naval Constructors.

He got his first taste of Scotland from 1959 to 1963 when 
he spent four influential years with the title of Constructor 
at the Naval Construction Research Establishment 
(NCRE) in Dunfermline, a key and top secret Royal Navy 
institution during the early years of the Cold War.
Scotland would later become his great love and the 
Glasgow area his home.

Prof Faulkner was a highly respected structural advisor to 
the Royal Navy’s Ship Department at Bath before his spell 
as a naval attaché in Washington (1969-1970) and from 
1971, an advisor to the Merrison Committee, appointed 
to study the safety of steel box girder bridges. 

In 1972 he was head-hunted by Glasgow University to 
take the John Elder chair as Professor of Naval Architecture. 
Because of the steep decline in Shipbuilding in Britain, 
which made it less attractive to young people, he 
recognised that Naval Architecture should now broaden 
into marine architecture and by embracing Ocean 
Engineering in its title, teaching, and especially research, 
he ensured the survival and enhanced reputation of the 
department.

He was particularly proud to take the chair, named after 
the great Glaswegian naval architect, and it was at the 
university that he met Isobel Campbell who would 
become his second wife.
He remained at Glasgow University until his retirement 

in 1995, after which he became a consulting structural 
engineer and naval architect, specialising in the 
investigation of ship casualties.

He was still at the university when he was appointed to 
investigate the sinking of the bulk carrier MV Derbyshire 
south of Japan on September 9, 1980, lost in Typhoon 
Orchid with a total of 44 people- crewmen and wives- on 
board. She was the largest British ship ever to have been 
lost at sea.

In 2001, Prof Faulkner put forward the now widely 
accepted view that the ship, trapped for several hours 
in a severe typhoon, had encountered such exceptional 
waves that they broke directly onto the hatches, which 
were not designed to withstand such loads. His opinion, 
backed by formidable research and analysis, has had 
a significant impact on ship design and regulations to 
which naval architects must work.

After his retirement, Prof Faulkner became President of 
the Institution of Engineers and Shipbuilders in Scotland 
from 1995 until 1997. As President, Prof Faulkner’s vision 
was that the Institution, the only interdisciplinary one in 
the UK, should be able to provide leadership in Scotland 
to achieve a unified voice on engineering matters. He 
aimed to raise the profile of Engineering in Scotland 
and to form close associations with other engineering 
organizations in Scotland. 

Through his hardwork and leadership Prof Faulkner 
guided the Institution towards those objectives.

In his Presidential address Prof Faulkner reminded 
members that “marine technology is a continually 
growing worldwide industry that we in Scotland can 
serve, and indeed can still lead in certain high-tech areas. 
We still retain the largest concentration of industrial, 
design, consultation and educational talent in the UK.”

Prof Faulkner is survived by his wife Isobel, his three 
daughters from his first marriage, and his brother Stuart, 
also a Naval Architect.

The fundamental objective of this group is to get government to adopt a systems approach to planning for energy 
taking account of technical issues which are being neglected.  We sent a letter to Chris Huhne after he was appointed 
as UK Energy Minister in 2010 recommending that this approach be adopted.  No immediate action was taken in 
this but now (October 2011), the Department of Energy and Climate Change is in the process of appointing a Head 
of Engineering to ensure that the engineers employed by DECC (several lower grade appointments are also being 
made) provide ‘sound evidence-based engineering advice to policy teams’.  While we recommended that this role 
be carried out by an independent body, this initiative follows the general thrust of our advice.   We intend to seek to 
provide support to the DECC Head of Engineering after he or she is appointed.

On 26 September, a joint IESIS/Royal Academy of Engineering (RAEng) meeting was arranged with Fergus Ewing 
the Scottish Minister for Energy.  Gordon Masterton represented both IESIS and RAEng and Iain MacLeod and Colin 
Gibson represented IESIS.  We told the Minister that our objective was to help him to develop a world class energy 
policy in Scotland.  As an example of the needed engineering input, we pointed out that there were many conflicting 

Energy Strategy Group Report
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Seven Scottish Engineers who 
Changed the World
First Inductees to the Scottish Engineering Hall of Fame

The Institution of Engineers and Shipbuilders in Scotland has inducted the first seven engineers into the 
Scottish Engineering Hall of Fame. They were announced at the James Watt Dinner on 30th September presided 
over by IESIS President Gordon Masterton. “These seven Scots represent the phenomenal breadth of Scottish 
Engineering’s contribution to our civilisation. The magnificent seven cover 250 years of excellence in engineering 
leading to significant wealth creation and improvements in our quality of life. Without their achievements the 
world would be a much poorer place. They really are seven Scots who changed the world.”

Andrew Meikle (1719 - 1811), agricultural engineer, and inventor of the 
threshing machine.

His Legacy
Fixed and mobile threshing mills as such are now things of the past, but Meikle’s invention 
is now more important than ever, for every combine harvester (the universal harvesting 
machine throughout the world) incorporates a threshing machine, recognisably descended 
from Meikle’s prototype of 1786. There are few, if any, mechanical devices of Scottish origin 
which have had so immediately a transformative an effect on a major industry and the supply 
of food, and had such a lasting impact on economy and society.

James Watt (1736 - 1819) engineer and inventor  

His Legacy
Watt’s steam engine provided a huge impetus to the industrial revolution which occurred in 
the later eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, as recognised by his business partner 
Matthew Boulton who stated in 1776: ‘I sell here, Sir, what all the world desires to have – 
Power’.  He has been cited as one of the most influential people in human history.
In the course of developing his steam engine, Watt developed a profound understanding 
of what today is called thermodynamics, and in 1796 developed the indicator to aid 
understanding of the behaviour of the steam inside the engine’s cylinder. Aware of the need 
to help potential purchasers of his new engine comprehend its output, Watt adopted the 
term ‘horsepower’, a key step in the standardisation of the measurement of power.
Watt’s name and significance is recognised by the International System of Units (SI) which 
titles its unit of power the ‘watt’.

opinions about how much wind power we should have, and recommended that the Government should seek to 
resolve this conflict by commissioning an independent study of the situation to try to get to as close to the truth as 
possible.  We tabled cost estimates that Colin Gibson has prepared.  These show that, taking account of all costs that 
will be borne by the customers, electricity from wind is significantly more expensive than from traditional sources 
such as coal, gas and nuclear.  We also pointed out that, looked at from a system perspective, wind is not a zero 
carbon generator since thermal stations need to be run inefficiently to cater for the intermittency of wind power 
input.   Seeking to identify how important this is, will be is one of the issues that we recommended the independent 
study addresses.  The Minister offered to set up a dialogue with us to take these matters forward and we are liaising 
with his energy adviser.

In 2009 we had a meeting on energy issues for IESIS members which was well received.  At the recent meeting of 
the Energy Strategy Group, it was proposed that we repeat this.  I expect that we will announce this soon. The IESIS 
Energy Website is at www.iesisenergy.org this includes information about Colin Gibson’s cost estimate.

Iain MacLeod FIES
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Thomas Telford  (1757 - 1834) civil and structural engineer.   

His Legacy
Telford’s greatest legacies are his many works of civil engineering still in use today, remarkable 
for their longevity and utility. Ellesmere Canal is now a World Heritage Site. Many of his 
canals, roads, bridges, docks, harbours, water supply schemes and even churches, remain in 
use some 200 years after their conception. He encouraged engineering excellence through 
the Institution of Civil Engineers, and his development of sound contract procedures greatly 
improved the governance and management of major engineering works. Telford new town 
is named after him.

Dr James ‘Paraffin’ Young (1811 - 1883) chemical engineer.

His Legacy
During the lifetime of James Young, the term ‘Chemical Engineer’ did not exist and did not 
come into existence until the end of the 19th Century as a result of the Industrial Revolution. 
Young, therefore, was at this time classified as a Chemist, but today he is widely regarded as 
“the founder of the modern Petrochemical Industry” and a pioneering Chemical Engineer. 
The company that Young set up in 1865 has been integrated into one of the world’s largest 
Companies, BP. 

Sir William Thomson, 1st Baron Kelvin  (1824 - 1907) engineer and 
physicist.   

His Legacy
Lord Kelvin tends to be now remembered as a physicist for his work on the temperature scale 
(he was the first to recognise that there is a minimum temperature that matter can reach) 
and in the formulation of the Laws of Thermodynamics. It was his engineering work that 
made Lord Kelvin most famous and wealthy in his lifetime.  His most notable engineering 
achievement was his contribution to the first successful laying of a transatlantic telegraph 
cable from Ireland to Newfoundland in 1866.  His combined genius as a theoretical scientist/
mathematician and as a hands-on engineer/inventor may be unparalleled worldwide.

Percy Sinclair  Pilcher (1867 - 1899)  Aviation pioneer and engineer. 

His legacy
Percy Pilcher possessed the desire to fly and was convinced that human beings would, some 
day, do so. He was prepared to take the consequences whatever they might be in pursuit of 
this aim. He was far in advance of those at the time who only dreamt of flight for he successfully 
converted the romantic vision into practical reality.  His flights during the Summer of 1895 on 
the lower slopes of the Clyde at Cardross inaugurated our conquest of the air. Pilcher inspired 
the Wright brothers and others to take up the challenge and demonstrated to them, almost 
by default, the need to devise a means of three axis control - the key to powered flight - other 
than by weight shift.
At his death he had built a powered aircraft which, when replicated in 2003, albeit with some 
safety modifications, showed him to have been on the “right lines”. 

He was an important pioneer in the development of aviation.
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Sir William Douglas Weir, 1st Viscount Weir, (1877-1959) industrialist, public 
servant and advisor to Government. 

His Legacy
Lord Weir was a hugely successful Chairman of G&J Weir and he expanded that company into 
one of Scotland’s leading Engineering Groups. But his lasting legacy is the setting up of the 
United Kingdom electrical supply and distribution system and the establishment of the RAF 
and its expansion prior to the Battle of Britain. His work was a critical success factor at that 
pivotal time in history.

Meet your Members of Council 2011
President, Dr Gordon Masterton OBE FIES
Dr Gordon Masterton, OBE began his presidential term on 28th September 2010. Gordon is a Vice 
President of Jacobs Engineering Inc. and is currently leading Jacobs team as the UK government’s Project 
Representative for Crossrail, the £14.5bn rail project providing an east-west link through London. Gordon 
has been active in supporting industry bodies notably as President of the Institution of Civil Engineers 
from 2005-06, and as Vice Chairman of the Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments 
of Scotland. He is also currently Chairman of the Construction Industry Council. He is a Fellow of the Royal 
Academy of Engineering and of the Royal Society of Edinburgh. In 2008 he was awarded an OBE for services 
to civil engineering in Scotland. He has an honorary doctorate of technology from Glasgow Caledonian 
University.

Vice-President, Professor Iain MacLeod FIES
Iain’s career involved working with consultants in the UK and North America. He later held academic 
appointments at various universities, recently retiring from the post of Professor of Structural Engineering 
at the University of Strathclyde.  His research interests were principally the design of buildings including 
structural analysis, computer aided design and measurement of performance.  He is still professionally 
active doing consultancy work, writing books and papers.  He recognises the need for more balanced 
education, the need to adopt an interdisciplinary approach to modern engineering problems and the need 
promote the concept of professional engineering as a career for people of high intellectual calibre.  He 
believes that IESIS is ideally placed to make positive contributions in relation to such issues.       

Immediate Past President, Professor David Harrison FIES         
David commenced his career in 1970 as an Apprentice Engineer with Fodens Limited. He went on to 
complete a BSc (Hons) in Mechanical Engineering. Upon graduation he completed an MSc in Manufacturing 
Technology.He then joined the Microwave Division of Ferranti Ltd as the Production Engineering Manager. 
He next received an invitation to undertake a fully funded industry based PhD with SIMON-Vicars Ltd which 
was concerned with the implementation and optimisation of CADCAM within the company. David gained 
his PhD in 1986 from the University of Manchester. In 1994 he was promoted to Professor when he joined 
the Staff of the Department of Engineering at Glasgow Caledonian University. He is particularly associated 
with postgraduate education and has graduated 43 PhD students and acted as external examiner for over 
130 at other UK Universities and internationally in Poland, Germany, China and Mauritius. He is currently 
Chair of the Higher Degrees Committee at Glasgow Caledonian University.

Treasurer, Dr Martin Macdonald FIES
Martin started his career working as  an apprentice at Smith Mirrlees. During his apprenticeship he achieved 
an ONC and an HNC followed by a BSc Degree in Mechanical Engineering in 1987. This was followed by an 
MSc from the University of Strathclyde in 1993, and a PhD in 2002. Martin’s career progressed within Smith 
Mirrlees as Mechanical Design Draughtsman, to the Ministry of Defence at Coulport as a Weapon Systems 
Design and Projects Engineer, and then as a Lecturer in Mechanical Engineering. Martin has been employed 
at Glasgow Caledonian University since 1992 as a Lecturer and Senior Lecturer and is currently the Head of 
Department of Engineering in the newly formed School of Engineering and Built Environment. In addition 
to being an IESIS Council member, Martin is also the Treasurer for IESIS, and is the Vice-Chair and Honorary 
Treasurer for the IMechE’s Glasgow and West of Scotland Area Committee.
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Members of Council

Mr Stuart Cameron FIES
Following graduation 1978, Stuart was recruited by Babcock & Wilcox. He spent several years working in the 
design and performance assessment of large power station steam raising plant. He has also been involved 
in the ongoing development of advanced combustion systems designed to reduce the emissions of 
harmful pollutants. Most recently he has been involved in development of technology for the conversion of 
plant to fire renewable fuels and in combustion related carbon capture technology. He also supports clean 
combustion technology activities of parent company Doosan Heavy Industries. He has been the Company’s 
principal contact with SEPA regarding the operation of IPC/PPC plant. His current role is Principal Engineer 
in Boiler Product Development. He is a member of the Energy Institute and became a Chartered Engineer in 
1998 and is currently a member of the peer review college of the Engineering & Physical Sciences Research 
Council. Stuart is also involved with mentoring young engineers and postgraduate students.

Mr Chris Denton FIES
Chris Denton is a Project Engineer in the Structural Engineering Group within the URS Glasgow office.  
Graduating in 1996 from Heriot Watt University, Chris subsequently worked for a contractor and an 
established Glasgow consultancy, before joining URS as a Project Engineer in the autumn of 2003.  Chris 
has gained a wide range of design experience on variety of construction projects including industrial, 
commercial, residential and public sector developments.  As a project engineer, Chris leads a team of 
structural engineers and technicians delivering engineering designs for buildings and their associated 
infrastructure.  He is a Chartered Structural Engineer and is an Approved Certifier of Structural Design under 
the SER scheme.  Chris joined the Institution in 2008 and has been an active member since then.

Ms Karen R Dinardo  (Cunningham) FIES 
Following graduation in 1987 Karen commenced her career with Sir Murdoch MacDonald & Partners.  Karen 
then re-joined her father at Dinardo Partnership in 1988. 
Interesting projects include 2 storey multiplex 7 screen cinema and retail (Shiprow, Aberdeen) for 
Contractor, and £9m extension and complex alterations to HMT Theatre, Aberdeen, for City Council, and live 
news printing press alterations / envelope raising extensions during continuous newspaper production, 
Aberdeen.
 Karen achieved Chartered status in 1992 and 1999 with IStructE and ICE respectively, with CIHT in 1993.  
Joining IESIS in 2000, and became a Fellow in 2009.
Her current role is as Director of Dinardo Partnership, Consulting Civil/Structural Engineers, based in 
Paisley.
She finds input with IESIS colleagues is both very interesting and horizon-broadening, in her view.  Visiting schools / universities 
and informing young people on the engineering profession, is a keen interest.

Mr Derek Ian Elder FIES 
Derek served an apprenticeship with Crouch & Hogg Consulting Civil Engineers, he gained a BSc in Civil 
Engineering in 1981. He trained with The Scottish Development Agency, becoming a Chartered Engineer in 
1984. With the SDA and later with Scottish Enterprise, he became involved in property development, and 
the policy and strategy of economic development, before taking a secondment to the Confederation of 
British Industry in 1994. 
In 1999 Derek returned to Scottish Enterprise as its Liaison Manager at the new Scottish Parliament. He ran 
his own public affairs consultancy before joining the Institution of Civil Engineers as its Scottish Director in 
April 2005.
Derek returned to public affairs consultancy in April 2011. He is a trained Science Technology Engineering 
and Mathematics [STEM] Ambassador.
Derek has been a Fellow of IESIS since 2009 and is keen to use his experience in public affairs to raise the profile of the Institution 
and of engineering, particularly with politicians and the media.

Eur. Ing. Graeme Forsyth FIES
Graeme graduated with a BSC (Hons) in Civil Engineering in 1978 and joined WA Fairhurst and Partners. 
Chartered in 1984, he was headhunted to join JC Sturrock in 1988, but joined Strathclyde Regional Council 
in 1992 as a bridge engineer. He moved to Halcrow Group’s Special Structures section in 1995, becoming a 
director in 2006. His engineering experience has been in three principal areas: decommissioning and new 
build projects in the nuclear industry; civil structures for marine renewables; and large hydraulic gates such 
as found on the Thames Barrier and the Panama Canal. He has written a number of papers on the design 
of gates.
As well as being a Fellow of IESIS, he is a Fellow of the ICE and a Member of the ASCE. He is FEANI registered 
and a Learned Member of the Nuclear Institute. He serves on two PIANC working groups related to navigation 
structures and an ASCE committee developing a new dry dock standard. He is an external assessor for the 
School of Engineering and Built Environment at Glasgow Caledonian University and is a reviewer of profession for the ICE.
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Mr Ken Fulford FIES
Graduate of Glasgow University in Naval Architecture.  After this to Ferguson Brothers (Port Glasgow) 
Limited, specialist small shipbuilders where, after working up through the Design Office, became the 
Company Naval Architect designing a wide variety of small ships – dredgers, research vessels, offshore 
supply vessels and trawlers, etc.  Leaving Port Glasgow to become Naval Architect to An Bord Iascaigh 
Mhara in Dublin concerned with wooden and steel fishing vessels – until the boat yards were privatised.  
Then followed ten years with British Shipbuilders Headquarters Conceptual Design as small ship specialist 
then BSETS and MDC.  With the demise of British Shipbuilders a return to Port Glasgow and the renamed 
Ferguson Shipbuilders as Naval Architect and later Naval Architect/Technical Director with more dredgers, 
research vessels, offshore supply and passenger ferries.  Chartered Engineer and Fellow of RINA.

Mr Robert Harley FIES 
Robert served his apprenticeship with Yarrow Shipbuilders now BAE Systems Surface Ships as a ship 
draughtsman gaining an HNC in Naval Architecture 1970-75.  He left to work for Dorbyl in Durban South 
Africa and was involved in the draughting and design of a number of Tug, Container Ship, Cargo Ship, and 
Ship Repair projects. Robert returned to Yarrows in 1979, and won a company sponsorship for Strathclyde 
University completing an honours degree in Naval Architecture in 1982.  He spent 10 years in production 
steelwork & outfitting before returning to design in 1993 as a Chief Design Engineer.  Robert has remained 
with BAE Systems Surface Ships and has an engineering management career spanning the Type 22,  Type 
23, and Malaysian Frigates, Brunei OPVs, Type 45 Destroyers, QEC Aircraft Carriers and Type 26 Global 
Combat Ship. Robert is a fellow of the IESIS, a member of RINA, a Chartered Engineer, and secretary of the 
local RINA Scottish Branch.

Professor Paul Jowitt CBE FIES
Paul is Professor of Civil Engineering Systems and Executive Director of the Scottish Institute of Sustainable 
Technology at Heriot Watt University.  
Paul’s major interests concern the issues of sustainable development, risk, and the development of systems-
level solutions within civil engineering, the built environment, and environmental management.  
Paul was the lead investigator in a collaboration between Heriot-Watt University and Cambridge University 
on the ISSUES Project to facilitate knowledge transfer for EPSRC’s Sustainable Urban Environments 
Programme.  He was a principal investigator on the SWARD Project developing a multi-criteria analysis/risk 
management methodology to assess the relative sustainability of water and wastewater systems.  
He is President of the Commonwealth Engineers Council and Chairman of the charity Engineers Against 
Poverty. He was President of the Institution of Civil Engineers in 2009-2010. He is a trustee of the Forth Bridges Visitor Centre 
Trust and The Steamship Sir Walter Scott Trust.  He is a founder member of “The Edge” – an ICE/RIBA/CIBSE Ginger Group created 
to increase public and political awareness of the role of engineers and architects.  

Mr Alistair MacDonald FIES    
Alistair started his career working at Yarrows Shipbuilders now known as BAE Systems Naval Ships, where he undertook a Modern 
Marine Electrical Apprenticeship. During his apprenticeship he has achieved an HNC in Electrical engineering and an HNC in 
Electronic Engineering, followed by a BSc Degree at Paisley University majoring in Electronic Technology and Total Quality. He 
is currently studying for a certificate in Manufacturing Business Management, with Warwick University and for a certificate in 
First Line Management, with Paisley University. Alistair’s career has progressed within BAE Systems and he is currently on a 
development course tailored around their Graduate Development Programme.   
  

Mr James P McCafferty FIES
Following graduation Jim joined Scott Wilson in 1967, he was a Partner/Director from 1987, on the Main 
Board 1997-2005 and MD, then Chairman, of SW Scotland from 1995, retiring in 2007. He is currently a 
Director of SER Ltd.
His early experience was on Glasgow’s urban motorways. He moved to Hong Kong in 1976 to work on new 
towns and major roads and bridges. Returning to Scotland in 1982, he became responsible for a wide range 
of infrastructure, structural and military projects at home and abroad.
He has been a Fellow of IESIS since 2001.
He has presented papers on a wide range of subjects and many of his projects have won citations and 
awards, notably: - The Saltire Award for Civil Engineering: - 1994: M8 St James Interchange Design; 1995: 
A74 (M) Cleuchbrae-Ecclefechan Design;2001: Kingston Bridge Strengthening Project, and ICE’s Brunel Medal for the M6 DBFO 
Project, 1999 and the Kingston Bridge Strengthening Project,  2002.
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Mr Harry Osborn FIES
Harry served his civil and structural engineering apprenticeships with F A MacDonald & Partners (now WA 
Fairhurst) in Glasgow. After war service in the Royal Engineers he qualified as a member of the Institution of 
Civil Engineers and the Institution of Structural engineers. Harry was employed in civil marine works with 
the Clyde Navigation Trust, Rendal Palmer Tritton London, and Babtie Shaw & Morton Glasgow. Projects 
included the BP Terminal at Milford Haven, Clyde Dry Dock at Greenock, Belfast Shipbuilding Dock and 
BP Hound Point Terminal Firth of Forth. Other works included fishery harbours, coastal protection works, 
ferry terminals, underwater pipelines, and dredging. His advice is still being sought on marine jobs. Harry 
became a member of IESIS in 1970, and has served previously on the Council

Mr Philip Preston FIES
On graduation Philip joined Crouch & Hogg and worked on a variety of design projects mainly related to pier 
works associated with passenger ferry services around the west coast mainland and islands of Scotland.  He 
also gained experience in the shipyards on the lower Clyde and with general ports projects in Mallaig and 
on the Tyne.  Philip achieved chartered status with ICE in 1984.  In 1987 he opened a regional office in Oban 
for Crouch & Hogg from where he served a variety of clients.  In 1993 he moved to Caledonian MacBrayne 
Ltd to manage their ports and harbours.  He joined the Board of CalMac in 2004 as Operations Director.  
Philip was a member of the Board of Mallaig Harbour Authority from 1998 until 2008 and also served on the 
Board and Management Committee of Port Skills and Safety.  Philip joined IESIS in 1994. 

Mr William S Ross FIES  
William is time-served with a Degree and is a fellow of IESIS, IMechE, and IMarEst.
Much of his career was spent in design development and ‘trouble shooting’ of high-power steam turbines 
for power stations and ships, with many assignments overseas. The concluding 15 years of his career were 
spent with Yarrows Shipbuilders.
William has served regularly on the IESIS Council since 1975       

Mr Alex Tait FIES
Alex started his ‘career’ upon leaving school in 1959 as a Graphic Artist. 
Almost immediately, it became apparent that Redpath Brown & Co. Ltd were paying a little more for drawing 
steel fabrication drawings                                                                                                                                                           
After some 11 yrs with Harley Haddow, and a short foray in a smaller practice,
Alex settled with AJ Mclay & Ptnrs. In 1985 and stayed with that firm in its various forms until 2005 and then 
retired, having been a Partner and Director for most of that time. Alex was awarded a Fellowship in ISE; IESIS; 
FQI;  Since 2005 Alex has remained active in the profession, creating Nimmo Consultants and serving on the 
SRB Board of SER until last year. Alex will Audit for SER until 2013.
Alex serves on ISE Scottish Branch and the Council of IESIS and is very committed to the encouragement of 
practical skills and experience to augment the ‘qualifications’ necessary to advance in Engineering.

Mr David Westmore FIES  
After graduation David began  his career as a naval architect in London  with the marine consultancy Sir J.H. 
Biles & Co. Ltd, this  also included a period of secondment to Seadrec Ltd to assist with the design of a large 
trailing suction hopper dredger for the American Corps of Engineers.
In 1983 he moved to London to take up a directorship with Clark & Standfield, a marine consultancy, before 
moving back to Paisley in 1989 as Managing Director; a position he continues to hold. He is also a Director 
of Seadrec Ltd and Alluvial Dredges Ltd utilising his experience of dredgers.  He is a Chartered Engineer 
and Member of the RINA. His work as a Naval Architect has taken him to many parts of the world and has 
involved many types of vessels and marine structures including cruise ships, floating docks, dock gates, 
dredgers, fishing vessels, tugs, supply vessels, cargo ships, FPSOs, etc.



IESIS Membership offers the following:-
The opportunity to:

Convey to the general public, opinion formers, governments and others, the vital•	  importance of 
Engineers to society and the environment, and the need for training and building up again a 
manufacturing base in the UK, and the contribution to wealth creation by Engineers, all of which 
are particularly important in this current economic climate, going forward.

Create an environment for Engineers and other professionals to •	 express their views on matters of 
general technological interest.

Provide •	 opportunities for discussion of common aspects with colleagues in their own and other 
disciplines.

Broaden one’s outlook on multi disciplinary engineering matters, via evening presentations, etc., •	
etc.

and the benefits include:

Regular meetings•	  with fellow members and dissemination of papers and the vast history 
of Transactions on a wide range of subjects, including non-technical subjects relevant to 
engineering.

Networking•	  with fellow members to share experience and provide professional advice to those 
seeking technical solutions– and enjoy the social aspects, meet and form firm friendships for life.

The annual •	 James Watt Dinner, one of the most important events in the Scottish Engineering 
calendar.  We hope our guests may be interested to join the Institution and participate in IESIS.  
Membership forms are included in the Dinner booklet.

The Macmillan Memorial and Marlow Lectures,•	  at which speakers of national standing present 
informative and sometimes controversial views on matters of current interest.

Free access•	  - to Glasgow University library.

Existing members all play a part in the future of the Institution – our Institution, and with small input 
from all, the Institution will have growth and fresh life injected.

If anyone is in or knows an organisation that would welcome a short visit and IESIS presentation, 
linked to a general engineering theme, do please contact Karen Dinardo, Council Member (Tel: 0141 
889 1212 / Email: paisley@dinardo.co.uk) who will arrange this.

For general enquiries on membership, contact Laura Clow, IESIS Secretary 
(Tel: 0141 248 3721 / Email: Secretary@iesis.org
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